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 - Combination of 2 low and 2 high 
flow rates using separate eductors

 - Quad dial easily identifies product 
being dispensed to avoid errors

 - Single chemical dispensing units for 1 low flow 
and 1 high flow

 - Easy dilution for fast bucket/auto scrubber filling

 - Usage of 4 low flow and 1 high flow

 - Separate ports for filling spray bottles or 
mop buckets 

 - Turn dial allows for 4 different chemicals to 
be hooked-up for fast and easy  spray bottle 
filling of each cleaner

  EQEMAX

Dual-Button 1P/1PDual-Button 1P/1P Dial-Button 4P/1PDial-Button 4P/1P

Triple-ButtonTriple-Button

Dual-Dial 4P/4PDual-Dial 4P/4P

 - Dispensers able to be customized 
for low or high flow

 - Single chemical dispensing units for 
3 dedicated products in 1 location

 - Easy dilution for fast bucket/auto 
scrubber filling

 - Separate ports for 4 low or 4 high flow

 - Turn dial for both ports for the choice of products 
for low or high flow products

Accessories

Wire RackWire Rack

 - Epoxy-coated, durable 
wire racks

 - Holds up to four 2-liter or 
½-gallon EMax bottles for 
maximum convenience

 - Provides maximum safety and security  
of your  concentrated chemicals 

 - Holds 2, one-gallon bottles

Locking CabinetLocking Cabinet

Single-Button 1PSingle-Button 1P

 - Usage of 1 high flow  

 - Single chemical dispensing units are 
convenient for multiple locations

 - Easy dilution for fast bucket/auto 
scrubber filling 

Single-Dial 4PSingle-Dial 4P

EMax dispensers are designed for maximum ease-of-use. 
The same unit  can dispense all of our super concentrated chemistries. 
Uniform dilution with push button accuracy ensures consistent 
product performance. 

EMax dispensers deliver increased durability and easy, tool-free 
maintenance  with compact profiles that can easily be  mounted 
anywhere.

Essential Industries’ NEW EMax Dispensing System 
 provides fast, easy dilution with precision accuracy. 

Mobile Unit 1PMobile Unit 1P

 - Easy mobility

 - Handy On/Off trigger

 - Convenient locking button

 - Adjustable velcro strap for container stability

 - Includes exclusive E-gap eductor technology and 
pressure regulation technology

 - Overmolded handle

 - Built-in hanger

 - Multiple dilution rates

 - Easy connections to water source

4 products, 1 accurate technology. 
Countless opportunities to customize.

The EMax 4P continues Essential’s product line of EMax 
chemical dispensers. Up to 4 chemicals can be housed 
within the dispenser. It can accommodate most 2-3 liter 
bottles. Your chemicals are stored behind locked enclo-
sures to protect both the users and your brand.

 - Rite-Connect closed-loop system compatible

 - 1-5 GPM flow rate options

 - AirGap options to satisfy regulatory standards

 - Uses less space than dispenser with separate bottles

 - High-quality dispenser stands up to daily wear and tear

 - New, expansive workspace to easily route tubes

 - Easy, tool-free maintenance

 - Chemical resistant select valve

EMax 4PEMax 4P

* Please allow 2-3 weeks lead time for larger orders.* Please allow 2-3 weeks lead time for larger orders.
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Fast easy dilution with Fast easy dilution with 
precision accuracyprecision accuracy



DCS Wall-Mounted DCS Wall-Mounted 

Multi-Flow Capabilities
-  1 or 4 gallons per minute dispensing flow from 

same unit

-  Uniform dilution with push button accuracy ensures 
consistent product performance

-  Chemical flows only when water flows

-  Separate ports for bucket/equipment and bottle filling

-  Includes shelf to reduce stress on bot-
tle neck

- Consistent dilution with tips inside the 
bottle

- Venting system prevents chemical contact 
and eliminates product carry-over

- Cam assembly provides simple, one-hand 
operation to engage and disengage the 
bottle

Multi-Chemical Dispensing
-  Same unit dispenses all super concentrated chemistries

-  New draw tube in every bottle assures reliable product 
delivery and will not drip

-  Numerically color-coded labels with icons easily identify 
product and usage

-  Two-liter bottle easily snaps in and out of unit

-  Wall-mounted epoxy-coated rack holds four bottles 
next to unit for convenience

-  Portable unit provides same   
features along with usage  
flexibility throughout the facility

* Please allow 2-3 weeks lead time for larger orders.

DCS Mobile UnitDCS Mobile Unit
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Product 
Number

Product 
Code

Product 
Name Description

2741SC-EHG4 Glass 
Advantage

Streak-free powerful all surface 
formulation for glass, mirrors, stain-
less steel and plastic.

2742SC-EHG4 Ultra Spray 
Cleaner

Powerful non-butyl spray and wipe 
cleaner that breaks up grease and 
soils on contact.

2743SC-EHG4
Daily 

Restroom 
Cleaner

Non-Acid formula cleans and brightens 
chrome, stainless steel, porcelain and 
plastic surfaces.

2744SC-EHG4
Heavy-Duty 
Restroom 
Cleaner

Weekly maintenance cleaner for 
areas with hard water and soap scum 
build-up. Fast-acting, free-rinsing. 
Utilizes acid replacement technology 
to work like a strong acid without the 
hazards.

2745SC-EHG4 Deodorizer Pleasant potpourri fragrance eliminates 
smells and leaves a clean, fresh scent.

2746SC-EHG4 Neutral 
Cleaner Plus

Neutral pH no-rinse cleaner removes 
soiling from floors without damaging 
floor finishes.

2747SC-EHG4 Cleaner/
Degreaser

Perfect for use in food service areas 
such as kitchens and restaurants. 
Easily removes animal and vegetable 
fats and oils from any surface.

2748SC-EHG4
Multi-

Purpose 
Cleaner

All purpose cleaner for manual and 
equipment use on all washable surfac-
es. Low foam makes this an excellent 
cleaner for use in scrubbers.

2749SC-EHG4
Neutral 

Germicidal 
Cleaner

Neutral, low foam, disinfectant cleaner, 
fungicide and virucide for all hard 
surfaces. Does not dull floor finishes. 
Effective against HIV-1, MRSA and VRE.

519SC-EHG4 Peroxide 
Concentrate

H2O2-containing multi-purpose/
multi-surface deep cleaner and stain 
remover.

4085FC-EHG4 Blue 
Concentrate

For use as an ALL Systems floor cleaner 
for resilient, wood, and terrazzo floors 
and to be used in place of your sepa-
rate glass, neutral, and spray cleaner.

Innovation is Essential


